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Introduction

The increasing demand for groundwater for irri.

gation, together with the recent development of drainage

by means of pumping has lead to the extensive use of the

"California* or "Stovepipe* type of well casing. This

typo of easing is particularly adapted to the deepwell

turbine type of pump. The stovepipe casing originated

In California over thirty five years ago (5), and its use

is becoming general over the irrigated *roes of the west.

The stovepipe cawing is made up of short Joints,

two to four feet in length. These joints are constructed

of eight to sixteen ("imam sheet of steel, roiled into shape,

and riveted or welded at the seam: There is an inside

and an outside joint of such sise that they will telesoope

tightly together. The casing is made up as it is driven.

The inside and outside Joints are added alteroavaly ana

are telescoped togetne so that two outside Joints Join

together midway of an inside joint, and two inali6 4;1-,ts

join together midway of an outside Joint. Thus, con.

tinuous string of double thickness easing is formed.

3
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Welded easing was used in the well recently put in under

supervision of the Oregon Experiment Station at Gervais, ore.



The stovepipe casng. resade in this manner, has many

specific advantages. Large dlamet r wells, up to Warty

fix inches in dismeter, may be cased at a comparatively

low east. The short joints make it easy to handles and

lower the east or trawortation. It may be driven as the

well is drilled which will prevent caving while drilling

t2'rou4h unconsolidated naterial. The snow% steel of which

the casing is made may he perforated from within the well

without serious difficulty. For tense reasons the stove

pipe easing is generally used for irrigation ane arainage

purposes.

The success or failure of the stovepipe casing, a

ing an adequate supply of water, is depenoent upon the per*

foratione. The easing may be perforated in place or the

etory perforated casJne may he °asked. if tne factory

perform ed casing is used it is neeesta y to taikvt, i.41 awns-

rate Xnewledge of the strata of ms2terial penetrated so

tact the perforated sections may be meeed st the proper

points as the cairn's is made up. When perferated in place,

the depths at ehich to perforate are determined erom the

log of the weAA as it is drilled.
At the present t e well drillers follow Various

humb rules" in providing perforations. Some driller*

say that tere shou1,2 be a definite ratio of the total area

of openings to the area of tie arose sectiou os Lhe

such as eight or ten to one. Other drillers prefer to
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provide as many perforations as posaible. This st ems to

be the safest methoe to lollow.

Though these methods of perforatIng are generally

and successfully used, oftentimes serious tzei..Oles occur.

If the perforations are too large, sand may enter the

well and reduce its efricienoy by filling up the Lower

portion of the well aria by causing xcessive weer on the

moving parts of toe pump. xt,ere are cases eLAme enough

sand has been pumped out to completely undermine and

destroy the well. When the casing is perforates from

within, there is grave danger of greatly weaeening the

casing by having an excessive number of large else holes

adjacent to each otner or by having the perforator strike

on a row of rivets.

Tf the areu or the etrforutions is too small or if

there is not enough of tnem the efficiency of the tell

wilt sue be impetire. .,,ere is u possibility tue%, tne

supply or Patter e-A.td be insufficient or tte dravaown for

a given quantity of water would be excessive. It the

perforations are so small to t. tee, cold each( all of the

sand, the %veil cannot be properly developed (b).

Occasionally the individuel c4.-c:iilngs may be of such else

and shape that with use they gradually plug up, resulting

in the neeessity or reperforating or redeveloping, or

both (3).

It is evident that if the well driller could be sure



of what type of casing perforation to use before doing the

actual perforating, the °Arnow!, for failure would be

greatly reduced.

The work, as reported in this paper, was undertaken

to study various types of well casing perforations and

their relation to the water bearing material. It was in-

tended to study the effect of the size and silaps of the

openings upon the yield of water, upon the removal of.

separates from the water bearing material, and on the

"dravdownll curve of the water outside of the casing.
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Review a. 14.teratnre

In the work so far contributed on groundwater

hydrology there is very little refeence to the effect of

casing perforations or well screens upon the yield of

water. King (1) studied the influence of screen well

points upon the yield of water from sand, and reached

the conclusion that the resistance offered to the flow of

water was greater from the sand than from the screen.

Slichter (7), in studying the operation of some pumping

plants, figured the yiela of water per unit area of well

screen exposed. His work was with screw casing and special

screens, and his findings would hardly be applicable to the

stovepipe type of casing.

A comprehensive study of the drilling of wells by the

stovepipe method wls mp.de by Schwalen (6). He described

the differfnt methods Of perforating, but gave only a _

general idea of the yield of water to expect from the dife

ferent types of perforation's. Weir (10) studied a 6roup of

stovepipe type wells, the effect of pumping fa-2c. them

upon the general water table of an area, but he did not go

into the effect of the perforations in an individual well.



Materiala and Method

For this group of experiments a tank was constructed

after general ideas taken from King (1), Schlick (4), and

Marling (2) in studying drainage curves, and Slichter (7)

in studying the distribution of electrolytes in ground-

water. While using the general ideas of the above workers,

the apparatus was enlarged and modified so as to more

nearly duplicate a section of well casing with t)',e adjacent

water bearing stratum.

This tank was constructed as shown in Figure 1. The

material used was 1" by 4" flooring for the side.; 3" by 6"

planks for the ends and bottom; and 2" by 4" pieces for nail

ties. The tank was ten feet high, seven feet long, and six

inches wide. It was made rigid by running *" by -16" bolte

through opposite pairs of nail ties.

An opening was provided at one end to which, by means

of stove bolts and a rubber gasket, a section of well casing

could be securely fastened. The area of casing exposed on

the inside was six inches wide and two feet high.

On the opposite end. from the casing a reservoir was

constructed so the water could have access to trio full height

of the material tested. This reservoir was constructed by

Placing a perforated baffle board one foot from the end as

indicated in Figure 1. Three outlets were provided so that

a'constent head could be maintained at 5.01, 7.51, and

9.61 from the bottom of the inside of the tank. The water
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supply was taken from the city math by means of a three inch

canvas hose.

The rest of the tank, a Space, of nine feet nine inches.

high, five feet six inches long, and six inches wide was

for the material-to be tested.

riesometer.gauges were placed on the outside of the

tank as indicated by tne diagram, Figure II. These gauges

consisted of a piece of one-half inch pipe, sic inches long,

with a brass petcock screwed in one enc.. Tnese pipes were

inserted 'through auger holes in the side or the tank so that

the open end reached the middle of the tank. A piece of

tree.,eights glass -tubing was connected to the petcock on

each pipe by means of a rubber tube. Tatum glass tubes ex-

tended to the top of the tank making it possible to read

the exact pressure on the point where the gauge was insert,ed.

The series of gauges, A, B, 9.4 D, E, F, aai 4, (Figure

II) placed on a line across the tankat the to O1.:6A4L

Casing, two feet from tile bottom oi too iiii4e4ok ti tank,

was the series or gauges used during the experiment in

observing the movement of the drawdown curves 'int) other

two series of gauges were tweed to compa.i.e the pressures

taken at different heights on the tank.

When completed, the tank was placed in the weir

channel of hydraulic engineering laboratory. '.this was

merely a matter of convenience as it made it easy to catch

all of the water coming out of the screen and conduct it
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to the settling tank which was a square tank

hundred gallons capacity. The overflow ft= the settling

tank dropped directly onto the scale. plates I and II

give a general idea of the set-up, although the scales are

not visible. The scales, part of the regular equipment

of the.hydraulics laboratory, School of Engineering,

Oregon State College, were built especially for weighing

large quantities of water, having a balanced tank of two

ttousend gallons capacity for catching the water. The

scales were accurate to five pounds.

The samples of casing used in these tests were two

feet by six inch sections of standard, factory perforated

stovepipe casing. They were prepared by the Montague

.Steel Pipe Company of_San Fransisoo, California on, regular

factory equipment. Tee sections are shown in Plate

and the numbers given them here will be used in referring

to the separate sections or screens throughout this paper.

Tbe; 3* screen le not shown, -cut it is constructed the

as the No. l screen with the edges turned out. Table 1

compares the different screens as to area, width 16nath,

and number or openings an,, the total area of openings.

Two types of matcriel were tested, one was a fine sand,

and the other was a bank run gravel. The original analysis

of the sand is shown in Table II, and gravel is enown in

Table VI.

In making the tests the tank was filled with the sand



or gravel. In order to get a uniform distribution, the

material was settled in water by gradually filling the tank

with water as the material was shoveled in. Before the

outlet was opened to start the teat, the tank was completely

filled with water in order to see that all of the gauges

were clear.

When starting a test on a particular screen, the water

was first wittbined at the five foot level. As soon as

the water began to percolate through, the time wee-checked

and the scales were set. After running one hour the weight

and the time were recorded, the temperature of the water was

taken at the inlet and the outlet, and the readings of the

gauges were recorded. This was repeated every half..hour

for the first two hours, anLA then every hour until the die..

charge and the gauge readings were fairly constant. At

intervals during the teat the readings in the other two

series of gauges were recorded, and the free water surface

was located. The free water surface was Checked by spacing

three-eixteenthe inch holes vertically above the same

stations where the gauge readings were taken* These holes

were fitted with plugs, and the water surface was taken to

be the point where the water barely ran out. The duration

of the test for a particular head was twenty four hours*

After the completion of the test for the five foot

head, the screen was removed aria enough sane was taken out

through the hole to cause a complete shift of the material



Plate III

CASING SECTIONS USED TN EXvERIMENT

Numbered from left to right, the casing sections are

designated as Screens No. 5, No. 4, No. 2, and No. 1 The

No. 5 screen, which has the same type of perforation as

the No. 1, is not pictured.
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in order to destroy any structure of the material built

up by the previous run. Th test was then repeated on

the other two heads, At tne end of the test on the 9.601

head, the screen was removed and samples of the matnrial

were taken at 0.0 0.25; 0.50/0 1.00', and 200' back from

the screen. A mechanical analysis was made of these samples

to get some idea of the shift of the material. All material

collected in the settling tank was dryad, weighed, and

analyzed. This included only material from the test on the

101 head.

For the sand, duplicate 100 gram samples were taken

for analysis. 1000 gram samples were used for the original

analysis of the gravel, and 100 gram samples were taken of

the matrial caught in tilt, settling tank. The sane and the

material from th,T; settling tank with the gravel were an-

alyzed by the U. 8. Bureau of Soils method. The original

analyses of the gravel were made by the sieve analysis

method employed by the Department of Mechanics an6 eeteria-

lsy Oregon State eoeiege# except that the portion below

5 elm. was analyzed by the Bureau of Soils method in order

to determine the portion below .005 mm.

Results of Teets on Sand

The results of the tests on the sand are shown in

Tables I, II, Iv, anu V, and in Figures 3# 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, and 11. Tables II, III, IV, and V show eae an-

alyses of the 'and back of tpe screen before and after the



twenty four hour test of the different screens with the

9.60' head. They also enow the analyses of the sand caught

in the settling tank during the teat.

xteadinga of the gauges at the 2.01 level are shown

in Figures 3, 5, 7, and 9 as taken at different times during

all of the tests on the different screens. The rate of

descharge for each set of gauge reauingl is shown. Figures

4, 6, 8, and 10 show the relation of gauge readings taken

at different heights on the tank to the free wat,r surface.

Figure 11 shows the relation of the 2.0' gauge readings,

talen after twenty four hours of continuous run, on the

different screens and different heads, to each oierb..

The relation of the size of the individual perfora

tions to the size of the various separates washed out to

those retained is shown by (!omparing Table I with Tables

II, III, IV, and V. These tables bring out the fact, that

tnere is a relation between the size of particles retained

and the size of the openings. This is not an exact re-

lationship. Table XI shows that the No. 1 screen having

perforations averaging 1.35 mm. wide effectively retains

all material above .50 mm; Table III shows tiAAt the No. 2

screen having an average iprforation width of 2.02 mm.

retains all material above 2.00 mm.; Table IV shows that

the No. 3 screea having an average perforation ridth of

1.90 mm. retains all material above 1.00 mm.; and Table V

shows that the No. 4 screen having a perforation width

of 5.85 mmi retains all material above 2.0 mm. The No. 5



screen was not tested with the sand, because the perfor-

ations Vrt7:Tt7 so large that none of the suna was retained.

The footnote under each of the tables shows the

quantit;; of material washed through. These quantities

and the corresponding analysis are not exact, because

very little of the fraction below .005 mm. would settle

in the settling tank, anH it is probable that a large por.

tlon of the fraction between .005 mm. anc. .01 mr . as

carried on through the tank. it is interesting to note

tat material washed through was greater in th case of

either the No. 1 or the No. 3 screen than for the No. 2

screen, although in the twe former screens the perforations

were not so wide, the total area was less. This is

probably cue to the fact that the No. 1 awl the Ho.

screens ha(1 the eJes of the pcirforations turned out toward

the sand, thus reducing the tendency of the sand to wedge

in the opening. Otherwise, the amount of mat ..Aal vaa.hed

throuL;h see's to be proportional to the size tine al?CtA of

the openlaiLe.

Prom the gradation of the analyses b'ck tom the

screen, it would seem that most of tae 1-Acb was

washed out came from the first foot of 4yateri.al back of

the screen. This is probably not true as the amount of

material collected was toe great for the No. 3 and No. 4

screens. Most of the r:eat rial was collected fluring the

first two hours of the test, and it is possible that there
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Ito. or
Screen

no.
open

Total *Pee of
epenIng

Aeelength Aye .width
opening* openings

Ave. *rest
opening*

edge

1 37 21.46 sq. ema, 4.30 eve .136 ea*. .680 sq. opt. out
2 58 36666 .202 .632
3 37 31.635 4.25 .190 .856 Turned out
4 68 127.51 3.76 .586 2.1915 smooth
5 56- 190..24 3.15 .817 3.288 Smooth



TABLE 11

MECHANICAL AKILLYSIS OF SAND B17POE' AND LFTFR

TEST ON NO. I SCREEN

Size
Separates

Original*
Analysis

"m
Settling
Tank 0.0'

Distance back from Screen

2.0'0,25' 0.50' 1.0' 1.50'

.005 -Ira 1.54' 3 47% 0.76% 3.99', 1.841 1031%

005 to .01 3.23 16.137 0.93% 1.46% 1.93 7.53 6.Vr:). 2.98

01 to 6F45 41.44 1.00 3.37 4.80 8.60 6.71-5 6.00

.1 to .25 16.5:1 34.16 6.68 12.19 14.15 16.21 16.4b 19.12

25 to .50 08.95 4.56 25.35 28.06 27.60 26.93 29.04 29.99

50 to 1.0 26.67 36.44 P1196 28.18 21.74 27=a1 25.27

1.0 to 2.0 13,35 21.40 15 10 16.72 11.84 14.05. 13.13

2.0 to b.0 2.50 8.713 9.42 4.31 1.98 .97 1.11

Above 5.0 .96 3.14 1.53 1.55 1.15 4,76.' 1.06

*Total weignt materia1 washed tnrough-.18.57 pounds.



TABLE III

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OP SAND BEFORE

AND AFTER TEST ON NO. 2 SCRE N

Sire
Separates

Original
Analysis

Settlings
Tank

0.0'

Distance back from screen

2.00'0.25' 0.50 1.00' 1.50'

Below 1.54% 2.51 411, al. 0.38 0.47 4.11 1.72 1.64

.005 to .01 3.23 14.45 0.40 0.89 2.16 8.68 4.17 3.10

.01 to .15 6.45 30.76 4.75 5.01 3.85 12.32 4if.-95 6.34
at

.1 to .25 148.53 29.26 12.23 18.85 16.03 17.40 -75.41 17.08 I

25 to .50 28.95 15.98 16.64 19.35 33.00 23.56 27.86 28.46

.50 to1.0 21467 4 03 17.27 20.11 29.71 20.34 25.70 26.50

1,0 to2.0 15.55 3.00 24.09 19.49 18.86 10.87 13.01 12.87

2,0 to5.0 2.50 ...- 15.83 10.18 3.12 2.34 2.10 2.32

Above 5.0 mm. .96 .... 8.77 4.81 1.78 .25 1.56

*Total weight material we shed thro -4.64 pounds.



TABLE IV

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF SAND BEFORE AND AFTER TEST ON NO. IV SCREEN

Size
Separates

Original* Settling
Analysis Tank

0 01 0.25'

Distance from screen

"oramiss,

2.00'0.50' 1.00' 1.50'

Below 005 mm. 1.54 4.69 0.40 3.91 1.50 1.28

.005 to .01 3.23 18.01 2.33 2.01 8.57 :4.07 3.37

.01 to 41 6.45 38.46 2.38 1.87 5.08 15.14 5.34 7.05

44
.1 to .25 16.33 33.91 9.71 11455 13.22 14.96 15.3;5 15.98 m

i

.25 to .50 28:95 3.22 24.16 29.36 26.62 24.30 28406 26.32

.50 to 1.0 26.6/ 1.69 35.05 30.46 29.03 20.47 29.21 28.30

1.0 to 2.0 13.35 -- 20.42 14.70 15.82 11.74 :13.41 17.48

2.0 to 5.0 1450 8.18 7 ie 4.81 0.87 1461 0.17

Above 5.0 .96 .. 2438 3.13 2.29 Ink 0.62 VW.*

*Total weight materia1 washed thr0ugh-m38.48 pounds.



TABLET/

NECVANICAL ANALYSIS OF SAND BEFORP AND AFTER TEST ON NO. 4 SCRELN

Size
Separates

Original Settling*
Analysis Tank

0.0$ 045'

Diatan e from Screen

2.00'0.50 1.00' 1.50'

.005, Below

.005 to .01

.01 to .1

.1 to .25

.25 to .50

.50 to 1.0

1.0 to 2.0

2.0 to 5.0

Above 5.0

1.54%

3.25

6.45

16.33

28.95

26.67

13.35

2.50

.96

5.80%

6.58

9.02

12.57

26.67

28.18

12.56

Wham

41Nrao,

AMOR

r.

011.

3.43%

11.18

12.45

29.16

33.75

IWO*

1.50

8.03

19.42

2*.50

32.33

12.31

0.21%

1.88

5.13

9.61

25.44

27.37

28.09

2.13

.10

2.81

4.58

6.97

13.11

29.05

26.37

12.31

3.30

1.47

1.32

3.01

7.48

15.14

27.35

26.84

15 98

3.40

2.45

1.51

3.01

7.48

15.14

27.35

26.84

5.98

3.40

2.45

*Total weight material washed through - -58.85 pound*.

t-



was a shift of material during the other twenty two hours

of theAsewt.

It may be noticed in the table of analyses for each

screen .that there is an accumulation of fime material one

foot from the °nosing It is peculiar that this should

occur at about the same point for each screen. There seem

to be no logical explanation for this accumulation.

Theoretically the velocity of the water should increase

as it nears the screen as the cross sectional area of the

stream of water through the sand becomes less, and,

since the carrying capacity of the water increases with

tne velocity, there should be no opportunity for the de-

position of the material.

A study of Figures 3, 8, 7, and 9# brings out the

fact that, for this particular sand, as time progresses,

the discharge decreases and the pressure curve of the

gauges rises with a given screen and a given head. The

maximum rise of the pressure Curve was reached, in

practically all instances, after twelve hours of run.

Except in Figure 9 (No. 4 screen), the discharge and the

curve after twenty four hours of run are not signifi-

cantly different from the curve and the discharge after

twelve hours of run. With the No. 4 screen the discharge

increased in the interval between twelve and twenty four

hours, and the curve dropped.

It will be noticed in all cases that the discharge
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is not proportional to the head, but that the rate o

discharge increases more than the increase in head 'could

indicate. The average discharge after twenty four hours

for the 9.609 head was nearly five times as great as the

average discharge taken at the same time for the 5.001

head.

wi

decrease in the rate of discharge with time

be a ch.ererteriatia of the percolation of water

through this sand. It was thought that possibly the

decrease was caused'by biological growth within the

sand, but this theory was proven erroneous by draining

out tht water after finishing a test for a particular

head, and then starting, the test over for that same

head. Whenever this was tried, the discharge was

creased over that for the end of the previous test, and

practically the same rate of decrease in discharge ocourrel

with.time. if the decrease were due to biological

growth, the effect ahoule4 have been accumulative.

The most plausible tixplanation for the decrease in

rate of discharge with tfille is to assume that for a

particular head, the water seeks certain definite chan-

nels through which it percolates, and, as time goes on,

these channels gradually 11011t" up causing the decrease

in the rate of flow. This theory is substantiated by

the fact that, whenever the flow of water was stopped

and then started again at the same head the new die



charge was laden with material washed out of the sand.

Whenever the tank was jarred while the water was flowing

through, the discharge would become turbid, and there

would be an inores.se in the rate of flow. This would in-

dictate that the "channels of flow" had been disturbed

enough to cause some of the time material to be washed

out.

The Coincidental rise of the curves with the decreas-

ing rate of discharge tends to confirm the above theory,

since a silting up of the channels would cause a greater

resistance which would cause a rise th the curves.

The irregularities' inirthaL curves from the-five foot

beads are caused from the' AM& that the readings for lower

portion of the curve were taken from a lower set of

gauges.

When the test was run on the No. 4 screen, (Figure 9)

the rate of discharge began to increase and the discharge

became turbid after eigitteen hours. Tnls indicates

that the pressure built up within the sand became

great enough to force the material out through the openings

in the screen which were larger than for the other three

screens.

'time thought at the start of the experimental work

that the gauge reading would correspond to the water

face, but, When some preliminary curves were plotted,

pomp irregularities occurred which could not be explained
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unless the gauge readings, taken at different elevations,

were different. Gauges above ana below the original

series were added to check on this. Figures 4, 0, 8, and

10 bring out conclusively that a gunge reading taken

at a given heiiht on the tank would not Bean that the

elevation of the water surface had been determined.

There is a tendency for the pressure carves taken at

the Ots 2 an :1 4' levels to diverge as the e/ approach

the screen. This is more olearly shown with the No. 4

screen (Figure 10) than in the others. Th12 is an indi-

cation that the differences in gauge readings taken at

different elevations above the same point would increase

with an increase in velocity*

The gt,uge readings after twenty four hours add the

discharge for the different heads and the dilferent screens

are compared in Figure 11. 2xcept for tee No. 4 screen,

the effect of the different sizes of perforatic ns on the

drawdosn curves was neglIW;10, The No. 4 screen which

had larger perforations than the other permitted more fine

material to be washed out whiob increased the disonarge

resulting in a lower dreudown curve.

While the to was checked on all the tests,

it was disregarded as a factor, since for any particular

test, the variation was not over 2 degrees F.

In these tests the resistance to flaw lffered by the

sand was so great that the efteot of the different porter's-
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tion was not clearly brought aut. It to safe to conclude

that any one of the screens, 1 to 4, would be satisfaot»

ory for this type of material, but that the perforation in

the No. 5 screen would be too large.
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RESULT6 OF 4.I.:STS ON Gl.e,Nir-al,

The results of the test on the gravel are shown in

Tables VI and VII and Figures 12 to 20* Tables 71 gives

the original analysis of the gravel. Table VI/ gives the

quantities and trio analyses of dle material accumulated

in the settling tank. Figures 12, 14, 15, 16, and 18 show

the gauge reading* and rates of discllurgo for each head

on eaon screen. Figures 1Z, 17, axed 19 show the relation

of the gauge readings to the free water surface for each

screen. The curves of the gauge readings afte::' twenty

four hours for each screen and each head are compared in

Figure 90»

The analyses on the gravel are not nearly so complete

as those for the sane. This was ceased by the fact that it

was impossible to secure a representative sample of the

material after the screen was removed. The relation

between the amount and size of material removed and the

size of the perforations is brought out by comparing

Table I and Table VII. Slightly lurger particles passed

through each else of perforation with the gravel than

passed through with ahe sand. In all CSattba with the

gravel, the largest material which paseed through ap.

preached the width of the perforation, but with the sand

each perforation was effective in retaixing sizes smaller

than the width of the perforation. This le probably

caused by the fact that the rate of discharge was groater
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from the gravel than -from the sami, aria ',hats. with the

sand, the Individual particles were sharp and angular

while in the gravel the tended to be smooth and round.

That moat of the material caught in the settling

tank was between .25 mm. and .50 mm. in size is shown in

Table VII. The reason for this is tnat the original

gravel was high in this size of separates as shown in

Table VI.

The effect of having the edges of he perforations

turned out in clearly shown in Table VII. Both screen*.

No. 1 and No. 3, have the edges of the perforations

turned out. The No. 2 screen has a smooth edge. The

total area and average width of te perforations was

greater in the No. 2 screen than in either the No. 1 or

the No. 3. Nevertheless, the amount of sand which passed

through each of the latter two screens wee greater than

Vat which passed through the No. 2 screen. Figure 20

shows that the discharge for the No. 3 screen was greater

than that for the No. 2 screen, and that the No. 1 screen

with one-third less area in perforations had practically

the same discharge as the No. 2 screen. This shows that

the perforations having the edges turned out allow more

sand to go through and therefore permits, a greater disohAraps
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Table VII

Analyses of Material Washed from Gravel

Screen No. 1 2 3 4 5

Amount in Pounds 19.61 8.42 24.38 84.50 127.30

Size Separates
below .005 M.M. .36 .28 .17 .44 .56

.005 to .01 4.44 5.0-1 4.71 4.17 3.72

.01 to .1 8.36 7.91 7.82 5.81 5.15

.1 to .25 10.46 9.83 10.08 8.32 7.34

.25 to .50 68.08 65.77 61.54 60.19 50.52

.50 to 1,0 8.30 6.22 10.07 11.64 10.46

1.0 to 2.0 4.53 5.61 13.09 11.71

2.0 to 5.0 6.34 7.88

5.0 to 9.42 2.66
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The havior of the pressure ourvos as determined by

the series of gaugee at the two foot elevation is shown

in Figures 13, 14, 15, 17, and 19. For screens number 1

2, and 3, the curves continue to rise during the first

twelve hours, much as theT d1 for the aand, although

Ourves are flatter. The rate of discharge for these

screens rase decreases up to twelve hours. All of the

material removed from the gravel b- the Tel was removed

during the first two hours, for these screens, which shows

that the decrease In discharge was due to an accumulation

of fine material either in the ehanne3s of flow or just

back of the screen.

The effect of stopping and.aterting.thn flow

head was not the same for eopeens 1, 2, and 5 ire this
Be it was with the sand. Hero, it o used only a

smal l amount of material to be washed thr the sere n*

a slight drop in the gauges, and the rate of discharge was

not chanced.

The behavior. of the drawdown curves for the po. 4

screen is different from any z,et studied. With

screen the maximum ries* of the curve occurs four hours,

and at this time the rate of disol'iarce la the least.

During this test, material was washed through the screen for

the first two hours after which the discharge water cleared

up. Atter stout four hours of run, the discharge again

beeame turbid indicating that more material was being
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The area of the perforations of the No. 5 screen

Wee nearly l'efti percent greater than of those of the

N. 4 screen, Stee there v4'cIre the SL1116 aumOor of

epeninen for each, the resistance offered to tile flow of

water it have been ereater for the Diow 4 ecreen. The

shape of the cervee for the No. 4 aereet ineicates that

the major portion of the resistance built up during tee

first four hours we near the screen since the maximUm

rise of the curve occurred near this point. The curves

for the No. screen indicate that at nc time during the

teat wee there eny reeistance built up at the screen, but

tl7ere is an indication that there was a reeistance built.

up ther beck since the maximum rise in the curie:)s

occurs one foot back tram the screen.

The tact that the discharge gradually increased

while the drawdown curves were rising fox the Ko. 5 screen

could be expealnee by asseming thvt there was a resistance

built up within the body of the material which caused the

rise in the ourves. At the same time, the increase in

heed was great enoueh to keep the rate of disdharge grade

tan/ inareasing, end, after a period. of time, force out

the aeaLuzulated fine material.

Tbe effect of startiag and stopping the flow was

different with the 14,94 4 ecreen than for tae Na. 5 screen.
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11th the se. 8 on en, the rate of discharge increased,

the dray/down CUrve dropped, and more materiel wes,removed

°act time the flow was stopped and started* 4.th the fib. 4

Screen the behavior was /mach the same as for screens 18 2s

and 3.

It is poseible that stopp 6 end starting the flow

had no effect on Semen. 1 to 4, bedew,. fine material was

lodged back of the screen while the perforations in the

No. 8 Doreen were large enough to prevent this. The rise

in the curves (Figures 12, 14, lb ti di 16) inolcates that

toy resistarom built up a just batik of the ecreen einoe

the maximum /etas of the eves with time ocoure here.

Continued Storting and *topping the floe Ilso no

effoot on screens I to 48 but with ue b stayen *soh

time this was done resulted in an ceded mount of sand

removed and a further increase in discharge This sno*s

that In order to properly develop a well, the perforations

suet be large einotaz,h to allow a aortal:1 amount 01 fine

material to peas through*

The gauge readings taken at the three eif.t"e,rent levels

and the free'erater surface for persona No. 1, 6 and 6 are

compared in Pigures 138 17, and 19. This comparison is

not made for the other two serf:was, tv,ause thy/ were

almost identical with the Bo. 3. screen. These.ourves

show that the differenoe ''fit *een pressure readings tisk n
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use of formalin. For the experiments herein reported,

the decrease must have been due to a "silting up" process

in the voids or at the screen, since biological growth

was shown to be an unimportant factor.

The generally accepted practice in figuring the flow

of water through a given material is to use Darcyls law

(9), that the rate of flow is directly proportional to the

head. In these experieeents, it vas found that the rate of

discharge increased faster than the head, although this

was not so marked with the gravel as with the sand. King

also found this to be true in working on the flow of water

through sand.

Xing and Norling (2) used piezometer gauges on the

side of a percolation tank to det rmine the curve or the

free water surface back from a tile. The curves presented

with the sand and gravel experiments show that a pressure

gauge at any point does not necessarily represent the

water surface ehen the water is moving. Slighter (7)

pointed out that differences in pressure at different

elevations were possible. His theoretical curves diverged

from eachother as the velocity increased which is as

occurred with the experiments previously described.

The fact that merely changing the heed caused more

material to be washed out through the screen is analagous

to well development. :hen a well is being developed, the

greatest amounts of sand are removed just after the pump
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is started, at which time the greatest changes in head

occur outside of the casing. Many times after the

pump has ceased to discharge sand, stopping and then

starting to pump causes sand to be discharged. This

substantiates the theory that, after the head beoomes

constant, the movement of water is through definite

lines of flow, and anything which would affect the

direction or velocity of flow disturbs these lines of

flow and causes more fine material to be moved by the

water.

It is interesting to note the effect of having the

edges of the perforations diverge outward on both the

sand and the gravel. In both eases this type of per

foration allowed more material to pass through per

unit of area than perforations having a smooth edge.

In both cases, the perforations with the edges turned

out allowed a greater discharge of water per unit of

afea. This substantiates a popular belief among well

drillers that perforations diverging outward offer

less resistance to the sand, which permits a greater

flow of water.

From these experiments, it would seem that a

certain amouniof material must be removed in order to

prevent a decrease in the rate of discharge, and that

an increase in the rate of discharge must be accompanied
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by the removal of material. After a sertain length

of time, an equilibrium is resohed with the water at a

ertain lead where the disetarse is oonstant, and no

send is removed.

The *willies's of tot oasperlaaenit wee different in

several 11,000/to from the oonditions in a well. An

analagous comdition would be a section of perforated

casings two feet high and six Inc es wide, in tne

side of wells The water would approaeh such a screen

in directions corresponding to radii of a circle centered

in the middle of the well. As a result, toe arose

'motional area of t e water as It approaches tne screen

beeomes inoreasingly smaller Is herisontal dimension

as well as in the vertical dimension **used by drama/own

of the water surface. in the tanks, as the water

approaohed the casing, the erase sectional area of

tl-e water was reduced only in the vertical dimension.

assuming that s head was maintained at the same height

and the same distance lack from the screen for VA well

and for te tanks, and that the pressure (turves were

determined on a line at the same elevation, the curves

so obtained would be steeper for trAe well than frr the

tank. The raison for this is Vat, with the well, the

acoileration of the water is greater as it approaches

the easing, because of tbig more rapid deem's* in the
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the perforations must be small enough to retain the

body of the material.

Gan order to get an increasing rate of discharge,

the perforations must be large enough to allow a

portion of the finer material to pass through.

7. A gauge reading taken at a given point an the

side of the tank does not determine the actual water

surface for moving water within the tank.

SUMMARY

Tests were made on the persolation of water through

typical water bearing materials in a tank, roughly ten

feet high, seven feet long, and six inches wide, as

affected by different types of well casing perforations.

The rate of discharge, changes in pressure taken at

different elevations on the tank, and the amount of

material removed were noted. It wee found that a

degrease in discharge was accompanied by a rise in

pressure; that the size and shape of perforations af-

riveted the amount of material removed; that an increase

in discharge was dependent on the removal of material,

and that continued flow caused a decrease in the rate

of discharge unless material was removed with the water.

*Co
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Plate I

A PpRATUS USED IN LXPERIWNTS ON

WELL CASING Pi. RPORATIONS

41.41111,

The soales and settling tank are not

shown, but they are directly below the and

of the flume.
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